
The Norwegian Elkhound  Club of Great Britain, 45th Anniversary Championship 
Show, Ryton on Dunsmore, Saturday 21st april 2018. 
 
Thank you to the club for inviting me again to officiate at their show. It is always 
a great honour to judge my own breed in the country which can pride itself of 
having the second oldest breed club in the world apart from the country of its 
origin. This was a very special occasion for me made even more enjoyable by the 
congenial atmosphere in and around the ring, empasised by the generous 
applause for the winners by the competitors. The judging went smoothly thanks 
to the efficient and friendly assistance of my stewards. I would also like to thank 
for the super entry and the exhibitors for accepting my decisions sportingly. We 
had a large ring which allowed for assessment of movement.   
 
The majority of the exhibits had well shaped heads, dark eyes and correct bite. In 
fact light eyes, incorrect bite, missing teeth, as well as insufficient stop, short 
neck, insufficient bone, incorrect curving of ribs, undesirable temperament were 
nonexistant, and consequently not mentioned in the individual show reports. On 
the whole tails were good, and variations in bone and angulation as expected in 
the breed today. Compared to a Norwegian speciality, however, there were more 
above medium size, some relatively heavy ones, and I saw more with loose 
fronts, long bodies, soft toplines, and sloping croup. In addition many coats were 
not optimal. Several lacked the clean grey coat colour, possibly due to seasonal 
variation.  
 
The British standard deviates from the Norwegian with respect to an apparently 
trivial but all the same very important point. The latter standard calls for an 
Elkhound which in addition to having a good carriage should be ”fit”, and when I 
went over the dogs I felt that quite a few need more exercise to strengthen their 
front, back and rearquarters, e.g. by road walking or free running. However, I am 
optimistic about the future of the breed abroad after witnessing the energy and 
enthusiasm shown by the  Elkhounders in the ring and talking with them after 
the show. I wish you good luck! 
 
PD (1) 
1Balemasi Juztintyme  
Very promising , well proportioned leg to body ratio, pleasing head with dark 
eyes and corrctly set ears,. Sufficiently curled tail, but I would like it to be carried 
more centrally, quite good movement, correct coat and colour. 
1 PD, Best puppy. 
 
JD (2) 
1 Seasara Earl Grey, 14 month old male of excellent type and conformation. 
Correctly developed for his age, square outline, attractive head with dark eyes 
and pleasing ears, exhiting true male expression, compact body, firm in topline, 
nice tail set and well placed croup, right amount of stifle and hock angulation. 
Moves with drive, excellent coat and colour. Dog CC  
 
2 Kestos Casey 



Up to size, rather heavy in head. Strongly built but rather long in back, tail not 
correctly placed. Somwhat loose in front, sufficiently angulated both fore and aft. 
He covers the ground efficiently. Coat and colour not in show condition. 
 
YD (1) 
1 Kestos Casey (2 JD) 
 
ND (1) 
1 Kestos Casey (2 JD) 
 
PGD (2) 
1 Ellahyde Fine N´Dandy  
Squarely built dog of excellent type of correct size and proportions. Wedge 
shaped head with well set and carried ears. Strong back which is firm both in 
movement and stance. Well moulded croup, tail a bit short but curled centrally 
over the back. Moves with ease keeping a firm topline, good quality coat. Reserve 
Dog CC 
  
2 Branika Elf Tea Av Elfsea 
Very good type, well shaped head, masculine expression, attractive head, 
correctly placed ears, a bit loose in front, soft topline, somewhat sloping croup, 
well set and carried tail, I would like his movements to be more efficient. 
 
LD (5) 
1 Kinderhorn Espen Of Conrick 
Short coupled dog of correct size, excellent proportions. muzzle a wee bit 
pinched under the eyes, well set ears, strong neck, somewhat loose in front, firm 
top line, correct set-on of tail and carriage, moves out with drive, good coat and 
colour. 
  
2 Grasilva Eric´s Gift 
Short coupled dog of very good type, skull somewhat broad and ears set too 
wide, firm topline, correct set-on of tail and carriage, good coat and colour. Quite 
good movent. 
 
3 Bowerhinton Bangalore 
Squarely built dog of very good type, wedge shaped head but rather big ears, , 
correct tail carriage, firm topline both in stance and when moving, Unfortunately 
he lacked in drive, pacing most of the time. Correct coat and colour. 
 
OD (6) 
1 CH Rothenborg  Oskar  
Dog of excellent type, above medium size, with a correct wedgeshaped head and 
masculine expression, well placed ears, topline could be firmer, balanced in 
angulation, correct set-on of croup, nice tail tail carriage. He is fleet of foot on the 
move., well presented coat. 
 
2 Bowerhinton Brouhara 



Medium sized, short coupled male of very good type, excellent ratio body and 
legs, head could be more wedge shaped and back stronger, somewhat soft 
topline, well set and curled tail, Moved well. Apart from incorrect mask his coat 
and colour was good. 
 
3  Grasilva Little Rock Avec Gilcaro 
Squarely built male of medium size, head could be more wedge shaped, 
somewhat broad skull,  somewhat big ears, topline could be firmer, well placed 
croup and set-on of tail, good tail carriage, coat and colour not in optimal show 
condition. Moved well around the ring. 
 
SBD (4) 
1 Ellahyde Fine´N Dandy  (1 PGD) 
2 Branika Elf Tea Av Elfsea (2 PG) 
 
SND (1) 
1 Bowerhinton Bangalore (LD 3) 
 
SVD 7+ (4) 
1 CH/AM GR CH/CAN CH Kamgaaard Kut Above 
Squarely built male of correct size, excellent type, masculine head and 
expression, strong back and firm topline. Correct set-on of tail and carriage. Well 
angulated fore and aft. Moved with drive.  
 
2 CH Bowerhinton Broder at Elverdal 
Above medium size, excellent type, typy head, masculine expression, well placed 
croup and set-on of corrctly curled tail, sufficiently angulated, moved well, good 
coat and colour.  
 
3 CH Bowerhinton Bellino at Dekris 
Medium sized strongly built dog, wedge shaped head, correct set-on of ears, a bit 
long in loin, well curled tail, movement could be more efficient, coat not in 
optimal show condition. 
 
SVD 10+ (1) 
1 CH Kestos Night Cap at Skogly  
Above medium size, excellent type, correct head and masculine expression, good 
overall proportions, excellent tail. Sufficiently angulated, moved well. Best 
veteran dog 
 
 
MPB (1) 
1 Treshka Just The One 
Quality eight month old puppy with excellent proportions, well shaped head, 
feminine expression, sufficiently angulated, soft topline. I would like her 
movement to be more efficient. 
 
PB (4) 
1 Naraena Nordic –Nymph Taf  



Well proportioned, short coupled, medium size, head could be more wedge 
shaped, correctly set ears, strong back, well curled tail, coat not in top show 
condition, moves well. Best puppy bitch 
 
2 Bowerhinton Bettina 
Medium size,  well shaped head, straight shoulder ,soft topline, high in the rear, 
well curled tail, somewhat sloping croup, very good coat and colour, moved well. 
 
3 Treshka Just The One 
Feminine head which could be more wedge shaped and with somewhat smaller 
ears., a bit loose in front, topline could be stronger, well set tail, sufficiently 
angulated. Could move with more drive. 
 
JB (5) 
1 Greythor Lo Munters 
Squarely built, well shaped feminine head, good overall body shape, soft topline, 
well placed croup, well angulated, strong front, very good coat and colour. Moved 
out with drive. 
 
2 Bowerhinton Bettina 
Up to size bitch of very good type, wedge shaped head, rather big ears, somewhat 
loose front, correct set-on of tail, correctly curled. Shown in very good coat, 
moved very well. 
 
3 Graythor Lo Lykkelig 
Bitch of average size, feminine in head. loose in front, soft topline, well curled tail 
but set-on a bit low. Could be better angulated all over. Good coat and colour. I 
would prefer more hock action. 
 
 
YB (5) 
1 Skoglys VL Akerselva by Norvin 
Short coupled well proportioned bitch of excellent type, nicely balanced head, 
feminine expression, strong back, well curled tail, sufficiently angulated fore and 
aft, very good coat and colour apart from insufficient mask. Moved with drive. 
 
2 Skoglys VL Ankerbrua Aftonlee 
Square outline, average size, excellent type, a bit soft topline, well placed and 
correctly curled tail, well angulated, correct coat and colour, I would like more 
hock action.  
 
3 Ellahyde Gypsy Rose 
Soundly made bitch of very good type. Nice, feminine head with well set ears, A 
bit long in back, correctly place croup and well curled tail, should be stronger in 
temperament. A bit loose in front. 
 
NB (1) 
1 Barbelka Aurora Nights 



Bitch of average size, wedge shaped head, ears well set and correctly carried, a 
bit loose in front, rather long in back, soft top line, well curled tail, good coat and 
colour. 
 
PGB (8) 
1 Skoglys VL Akerselva By Norvin 
Short coupled bitch of very good type. Balanced head but ears could be smaller, 
well curled tail, well angulated, well presented coat. Efficient side gait, a bit loose 
in front. 
 
2 Ellahyde Gypsy Rose 
Medium size, wedge shaped head, ears could be smaller, strong neck, a bit long in 
loin, well curled tail, well angulated fore, could be better aft. sufficiently 
angulated, moves well around the ring.  
 
3 Branika Frills N Spills 
Medium size, feminine wegde shaped head, ears could be smaller, back could be 
stronger, soft top line, set-on of tail a bit low, but well curled. Efficient side gait, a 
bit loose in front.   
 
LB (7) 
1 Florence Florentina 
Excellent type and well proportioned in length/ hight ratios, pleasing head, 
strong back, correct topline, well placed croup and tail correctly curled, moved 
well. well presented coat, good hock use and forward reach. 
 
2 Grasilva Silver Vine 
Another bitch of excellent type. Well constructed, good proportions in head and 
body, topline could be firmer, correct tail. Efficient side gait, a bit loose in front. 
Good coat and colour. 
 
3 Barbelka With Seasara 
The third of an excellent trio. Short coupled, nice head and expression, strong 
neck, topline cojuld be stronger, correct placed croup and set-on of tail. Could 
have more drive in the rear. 
 
 
OB (11) 
1 CH Graythor Norwegian Lights SHCM 
 Top quality bitch of correct size, eye catching outline, beautiful head and 
feminine expression, firm topline both in stance and movement, correctly placed 
croup and set-on of tail, well curled. Well angulated fore and aft, showed a free 
flowing typy gait. She was in good coat and condition. Bitch CC,  BIS 
 
2 Rothenborg Nanya For Balsemasi  
A real pleasure to go over this short coupled excellent bitch with lovely feminine 
head, strong body, correct tail. Well angulated. Sound moving  with good hock 
action, but not quite as efficient as no.1. Reserve Bitch CC 
 



3 Gilkaro Tinc My Belle  
Well above medium size, bitch of very good type. Squarely built, well shaped 
head but wrinkles between the ears disturbs the expression, firm topline but a 
bit long in loin, nicely set and correctly carried tail. Good quality coat. 
  
SBB (3) 
1Vinelka Child Of The Moon 
Pleasing short coupled bitch of excellent type and average size, well shaped 
feminine head, correct set-on of ears, strong back, firm topline, well curled tail 
correctly placed, sufficiently angulated, Good coat and colour. Moved well. 
  
2 Bowerhinton Bonsoir 
Below average size, bitch of very good type, short coupled, firm topline, correct 
tail, sufficient angulation, movement could be more efficient, well presented coat. 
 
3 Bowerhinton Bywans,  
Well above average in size, could be more feminine in head and expression, 
correct set-on of ears, strong back, sloping croup, well curled tail, coat not in 
prime condition, Nice side gait but tended to be unsettled in front action. 
 
SNB (3) 
1 Treshka Just The One 
Excellent type, nice head and feminine expression, a bit loose in front, could be a 
wee bit shorter in back. Firm topline, a bit sloping croup, well curled tail,  
Coat in good condition. Moved with ease. 
 
2 Barbelka Aurora Nights 
Very good type, round skull and big ears, nice ears, good front, topline could be 
firmer, sloping croup, low set-on of tail well curled, moved well, good coat and 
colour. Quite good movement.. 
   
3 Bowerhinton Bonsoir 
Above average size, excellent wedge shaped head, topline could be firmer, low 
set  but well curled tail, excellent coat and colour. Would like more hock action. 
 
 
SVB 7+ (2) 
1 CH Bowerhinton Be Madams Spy at Graythor SHCM  
An excellent specimen of the breed, bitch of medium size, short coupled with 
wedge shaped head and feminine expression. Strong and short back, well 
angulated, fleeting movements, good coat and colour Best veteran bitch. 
 
2 CH Barbelka Nowinka JW 
Well proportioned bitch of excellent type, square outline, very nice head with 
feminine expression, firm topline both in stance and movement, well placed 
croup, correctly curled tail, Good coat and colour. Good side gait, a bit loose in 
front. 
 
SVB 10+ (2) 



1 CH Laakso Going For Gold 
Bitch above  medium size of very good type, short coupled, pleasing head and 
expression, sufficiently angulated in the rear. Good head and expression, a bit 
loose in front, firm topline but somewhat sloping croup, correct tail carriage, 
sufficiently angulated in stifle and hock. Good movement. 
 
 
2 CH/IR CH Bowerhinton Bumble Bee SHCM  
Very good type bitch above average size, head could be more wedge shaped, 
good reach of neck, correct topline, tail could be better curled, coat not in prime 
show condition, somewhat light colour. Moved well. 
 
Ralf Campbell 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


